Style Designed by Kids

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

It’s cool to watch a child develop their own sense of
style. The littlest kids can bounce back and forth between superhero capes in the grocery store to the latest
fashions at school without batting an eye. But as they
grow, they begin to develop some unique sensibilities
when it comes to their ‘look’ and accessories. Whether
they master all the latest fashion trends or march to their
own drummer in the dress-yourself department, the following items let kids put their own distinctive stamp on
their personal style!

by Gerry Paige Smith

Hair Chalk Salon

New Cool Sewing Studio
(Sew Cool)

(Alex Toys)

Easy and no mess are
some of the first words to
describe how the Hair Chalk
Salon makes temporary hair
coloring a snap. With five
washable chalk pens, plus 24
metallic beads and elastics,
kids can experiment with all
kinds of colors using their hair
as the canvas. Ideal for hair of any color, boys and girls can
make a temporary hair statement adding a range of color
to their locks (colors which wash out easily with shampoo).
Perfect for spa play at a sleepover or for adding some heady
excitement before a festival or party, the Hair Chalk Salon is a
fun, easy and colorful way kids can add flair to their hair!

Without thread, without a
needle, the New Cool Sewing studio
offers a whole new way for kids to
craft purses, pouches, soft figures
and more with fabric. Complete with
patterns and projects pre-cut from
felt, the machine uses enclosed
prongs that clamp together, fusing the felt as it’s fed across the
base. When kids get the hang of guiding the felt through the
machine as it “sews” the pieces together, they will quickly
develop the confidence and skill to take on bigger felt projects
and maybe even design some of their own. A great intro to the
world of machine sewing, kids will soon be ready to show off
their stitching style with the projects they create.

Pop-Arty Beads
(B. Toys)

Duct Tape Wallet Kit
(Alex Toys)

Just like style is ever-evolving,
Pop-Arty Beads are just as versatile!
Kids can choose from a compelling
variety of shapes, texture and colors
among the 500 beads that simply
pop together in endless combinations. Bracelets, rings, sashes and
tiaras – there’s no limit to the ways
kids can assemble their beads into
ready-to-wear masterpieces. The
set is complete with a bead storage jar that travels and an
instruction book with some great ideas to start off projects. For
young jewelry designers, the party is just getting started with
Pop-Arty style!

It’s common knowledge that
duct tape can fix everything. It
can also make almost anything –
including uber-cool wallets. The
Duct Tape Wallet Kit from Alex
comes with everything a kid needs
to design and craft a wallet that
suits their own distinct style. With
five rolls of duct tape (three yards
each), plus non-stick paper, stencils, pre-cut fabrics and easy
instructions, the stage is set for kids to quickly learn wallet
design and construction. Duct Tape Wallet is a satisfying way
for kids to pour their style into something that’s useful, unusual
AND uniquely theirs!

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book
Picking the Perfect Pet
Once a child has their heart set on a pet, their desires can become immovable objects when it comes to what they want in their new friend. Kids
take the long view (way past any puppy training, kitten teeth, or swampy fish
tanks) straight to the ideal bond they will enjoy with their imagined pet. But
animals, just like people, aren’t made to order. Opening our hearts to a new
pet begins a journey of discovery as we and our new family member get to
know each other. The following titles explore the transition from imagining the
perfect pet to loving the real perfection in a child’s adopted companion.

The Octopuppy

by Martin McKenna (Scholastic)
Edgar wanted a dog. But when his birthday arrived, eight tentacles attached to Jarvis (an
octopus) sprang out of the box. Disappointed but undeterred Edgar began a rigorous course
of training for Jarvis to teach him all the things that dogs can do. Unfortunately, Jarvis obeys
every command to the extreme with a cephalopod’s flair for the dramatic. But when he gets one
trick right, Edgar takes a big chance and enters Jarvis in a dog show. The disaster that follows
leaves them both discouraged. Edgar’s following epiphany that an octopus isn’t supposed to
be a dog almost comes too late. A heartbroken Jarvis has headed for the open sea and it’s
up to Edgar to find his friend and bring him home. Delightfully illustrated “The Octopuppy” is
guaranteed to open every heart that ever took the journey from unrealized expectation to the
wonderful reality of true companionship shared between a beloved pet and his caregiver.

Motor Dog

by Kurt Cyrus and David Gordon (Disney / Hyperion)
When he spies the perfect pet online, it’s a easy as the click of a button for Flip to order
his own Motor Dog. Delivered right to the door, Motor Dog comes with its own remote control
so Flip knows his new pet will do exactly what he wants. But their first stroll together reveals a
glitch in the software when Motor Dog spies a cat and overrides his programming. The ensuing
chase has one motor-enhanced pup dragging Flip along in his hot pursuit. Pushing buttons and
entering commands aren’t helping get the situation under control. But when the leash breaks
and Motor Dog is free to choose his path, the real connection between boy and dog begins.
With a gentle nod to the two-way street that good relationships are built upon, “Motor Dog” is a
high-octane new pet adventure!

The Princess and the Pony

by Kate Beaton (Scholastic)
Princess Pinecone is ready to stake her claim in the kingdom of warriors. All she needs is a
strong and valiant steed to carry her into battle. But her advance specifications are for naught when
her parents present her with a pony that is decidedly not fierce. Her birthday pony is too small, too
round, and its eyes don’t always look in the same direction. Without the strength, size or agility of a
real fighting horse, their cause may be lost as their tiny duo enters the warriors’ melee. But Princess
Pinecone’s little pony reveals an adorable power that may just help them become the perfect team
to carry the day. From the comic genius behind the “Hark! A Vagrant”, Kate Beaton’s laugh-out-loud
treatment of fantasy warfare will have adult readers chuckling alongside little listeners.
Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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